Come join the fun!

We will have 8 different rides including the Music Trip, Cup and Saucer, Lost Ark Bounce House, Super Swing and Hot Rods.

We also have a variety of stalls including Show Bags, Home Bake Stall, hot food, chips, Fairy Floss, Sno Cones, Barista made coffee, a book stall and a variety of Side Show games where everyone wins!

Wilsonton State School

SPRING Fair

5th September 2015

10am to 3pm

Come join the fun!

We will have 8 different rides including the Music Trip, Cup and Saucer, Lost Ark Bounce House, Super Swing and Hot Rods.

We also have a variety of stalls including Show Bags, Home Bake Stall, hot food, chips, Fairy Floss, Sno Cones, Barista made coffee, a book stall and a variety of Side Show games where everyone wins!